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Physiological consequences of the salmon louse (Lepeophtheirus salmonis) on juvenile pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha): implications for wild salmon ecology and management, and for salmon aquaculture
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Pink salmon, Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, are the most abundant wild salmon species and are thought of as an indicator of ecosystem health. The salmon louse, Lepeophtheirus salmonis, is endemic to pink salmon habitat but these ectoparasites have been implicated in reducing local pink salmon populations in the Broughton Archipelago, British Columbia. This allegation arose largely because juvenile pink salmon migrate past commercial open net salmon farms, which are known to incubate the salmon louse. Juvenile pink salmon are thought to be especially sensitive to this ectoparasite because they enter the sea at such a small size (approx. 0.2 g). Here, we describe how ‘no effect’ thresholds for salmon louse sublethal impacts on juvenile pink salmon were determined using physiological principles. These data were accepted by environmental managers and are being used to minimize the impact of salmon aquaculture on wild pink salmon populations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most commercial fish stocks are currently being fished near or beyond their maximal sustainable yield and many are in decline [1]. Consequently, as human populations continue to rise, the world’s fish protein requirement is increasingly being met by aquaculture. Indeed, global consumption of aquaculture-produced seafood was predicted to exceed that from wild fisheries in 2010 [2]. Net-pen salmon farming is practised around the globe, generating close to 60 per cent of the world’s salmon and $1.4 billion annually [3].

Concerns regarding the impacts of net-pen aquaculture on the environment are also global, particularly the potential effects on local wild fish stocks of pathogens and parasites that have been incubated inadvertently on cultured fish [4]. For example, aquaculture has been implicated in salmon louse infections of sympatric wild salmon runs in Norway [5], Scotland [6], Ireland [7] and Canada [8]. Indeed, some but not all [9] studies have found a negative correlation between the presence of net-pen aquaculture and local wild salmon population size. Correlational studies, however, lack a direct linkage between salmon louse production and wild salmon populations, while empirical data for the large number of variables that span the time between the generation of salmon lice on farmed fish and the collapse of a wild salmon population are largely lacking for modelling purposes [10]. Thus, until empirical data are generated, uncertainty will remain regarding the direct impact of aquaculture on wild fish populations.

Conservation physiology, as defined by Seebacher & Franklin [11], can help fill this important data gap. Here, we highlight one such case study in western Canada, the Broughton Archipelago (figure 1), an area of great recent controversy regarding salmon louse impacts on pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) populations [14–17]. Our study quantified the direct impact of the salmon louse on relevant and sensitive life-history stages of juvenile wild pink salmon, which were then used to promote informed policy decisions for the sustainable coexistence of farmed and wild fish.

We first provide background to the host (pink salmon), ectoparasite (salmon louse) and specific problems identified in the Broughton Archipelago. We then discuss recent findings from physiological studies that (i) provided much needed basic background information on the unique life history of juvenile pink salmon, and (ii) investigated the interaction between...
the salmon louse and pink salmon using a combination of laboratory and field studies. We specifically address the questions: do sea louse infections impair the fitness of juvenile pink salmon? And if so, what are the negative impacts and at what level of infection are impacts seen?

2. THE HOST: PINK SALMON
The majority of Canada’s wild salmon and salmon aquaculture occur in British Columbia (BC). Both wild and farmed salmon contribute substantially to the economy of Canada. The commercial wild Pacific salmon fishery is valued annually at $85–250 million (1990–1995, Anon 2002), and the recreational fishery adds another $1 billion (1995; National Survey, Anon 1995). Salmon farming contributes nearly $0.5 billion (in 2006). This juxtaposition of wild and cultured salmon presents unique, and often conflicting, challenges in striking a responsible, sustainable balance in resource management. Politically, salmon have been the focus of federal–provincial and federal–First Nations conflicts, and even international dispute (Canada versus the USA); salmon are cultural icons to the First Nations, deeply rooted in their mythology.

The abundance of wild runs of Pacific salmon, particularly in more remote regions where human impact is limited, is a testament to pristine, healthy ecosystems. As the environment is altered by human impact, habitat loss and climate change, some salmon populations will be more affected than others [18] and the status of Pacific salmon populations serve as a valuable bio-indicator of ecosystem health, resilience or collapse. Indeed, Pacific salmon are central to freshwater (FW) and marine food webs. The carcasses of returning spawners provide essential nutrients to FW and even terrestrial ecosystems [19–21]. Of the Pacific salmon, pink salmon are the most abundant and widely distributed [22], representing 66 per cent by number of Pacific salmon commercially caught by Canada, Japan, USA and Russia [22]. By virtue of their numbers, they may be the most important of the Pacific salmon as an indicator of ecosystem health. Thus, pink salmon are of utmost importance to Canada generally, and BC specifically.

Pink salmon have an unusual life history, which may make them especially sensitive to stressors early in life. Shortly after hatching, pink salmon fry emerge from their gravel nest and migrate immediately downstream to enter the ocean in February or March in the Broughton Archipelago. Thus, they are the smallest size of all salmon (0.2 g) to enter the ocean. They then spend the next three to six months foraging and migrating through the near-shore ocean environment where their small size and large numbers make them valuable prey for many marine predators. Yet, they feed gregariously and grow rapidly (3–7% body mass/day [22,23]), so that by summer’s end, the juveniles enter the open ocean at sizes upwards of 3 g and begin mixing with offshore adult salmon populations. After 1 year at sea, adults return to natal rivers to spawn and die.

In contrast to pink salmon, most other salmon species spend months to years in FW and grow...
10–100 times larger (2–30 g) before entering the ocean [24, 25]. As a result, their body surface area to volume ratio is much lower than pink salmon. Also, most other salmon undergo a smolt stage—a physiological preparation for seawater (SW) entry while residing in FW [26]. The brief sojourn of pink salmon in FW may preclude a true smolt stage. Although smolts are pre-adapted for SW entry, the highest rate of mortality is still thought to occur within this life stage. Consequently, compared with other salmon, pink salmon may naturally enter SW with greatly reduced salinity tolerance and a reduced ability to handle the ion and water imbalance that occurs during transfer to SW. The damage to the skin caused by an ectoparasite such as the salmon louse [27] is also proportionately greater, which we reasoned would add further to the osmoregulatory challenge of SW entry. Since previous studies have suggested that salinity tolerance improves with growth to 2 g in pink salmon [28], it was imperative to better understand the baseline ionoregulatory physiology of juvenile pink salmon, while attempting to understand salmon louse impacts. Our working hypothesis was that SW entry in juvenile pink salmon is precarious relative to their hypoosmoregulatory ability and the window for salinity tolerance (and SW entry) has both genetically and physiologically timed components.

3. THE PARASITE: SALMON LICE

The salmon louse, *Lepeophtheirus salmonis*, is an ectoparasitic copepod that is naturally associated with wild populations of adult Pacific salmon [29]. The *L. salmonis* life cycle consists of three planktonic stages (two uninfected nauplii and one infective copepodid) and eight parasitic stages (one copepodid, four chalimus (C1, 2, 3 and 4), two pre-adult and one adult) with no intermediate hosts [30]. The 0.7 mm copepodid stage attaches to the fish’s skin and remains non-motile until it grows into a 3–4 mm motile pre-adult, which can then change host. The 1 cm adult females feed on fish mucus, epidermal tissue and blood [31] and mature females release their eggs into the water column to begin the cycle anew. The duration of this life cycle depends on environmental temperature. In BC waters, it takes three to four weeks for the egg to develop into an infective copepod, which has about a week to find a host otherwise it dies. A further four weeks of growth on a host is needed for a copepod to reach a reproductive adult [32]. The salmon louse can only complete its life history in SW with a salinity greater than 23 ppt, and the development of viable copepodids requires at least 30 ppt [32]. Therefore, juvenile pink salmon become hosts only after they enter SW.

Salmon louse infections produce epidermal lesions, ionoregulatory disruptions and secondary infections in salmon [33]. Ionoregulatory disruptions have been observed following artificial infection in larger salmons: brown trout smolts (*Salmo trutta*, 40 g [34], 90 g [35]), Atlantic salmon post-smolts (*Salmo salar*, 40–60 g [36–38]) and Atlantic salmon adults (*S. salar*, 600 g [39]). Thus, the working hypothesis for pink salmon that were 100- to 1000-times smaller was that the physiological mechanism(s) through which juvenile pink salmon are affected by the salmon louse has its origin as an ionoregulatory disturbance. Furthermore, the extent of this ionoregulatory disturbance would be in proportion to the parasite load on the fish, i.e. the greater the number of parasites, the greater the damage to the epidermal barrier and the greater the ionoregulatory disturbance.

4. THE PROBLEM IN THE BROUGHTON ARCHIPELAGO: A CASE STUDY

The Canadian aquaculture industry, which is dominated by the production of salmon and trout, currently accounts for about 7 per cent of the global salmonid production [40]. Over half of Canada’s farmed salmon production occurs in BC, and much of this is located in the approximately 20 active net-pen farms in the Broughton Archipelago. Salmon aquaculture in this region grew steadily over a 15-year period, reaching its current annual tonnage in 2000. In 1995, the provincial government placed a moratorium on new tenures for salmon aquaculture. From the perspective of many non-governmental organizations and the general public, the largest issue threatening the Broughton Archipelago ecosystem health is the impact of aquaculture on survival of wild pink salmon populations. At the centre of this debate is whether salmon lice, for which fish farms are potentially a point source [9], are killing wild juvenile pink salmon in sufficient numbers to threaten pink salmon populations. This concern is largely fuelled by the observation that following a record return of adult pink salmon to the Broughton Archipelago in 2000 and 2001, adult returns were reduced by 97 and 88 per cent in 2002 and 2003, respectively [9]. Moreover, more than 90 per cent of the out-migrating juveniles in 2001 (which correspond to the 2002 adult return) were infected with one or more salmon lice [41].

Despite the lack of information on the direct effect of salmon lice on juvenile pink salmon, a model was developed that predicted imminent collapse of wild pink populations in the region owing to louse-induced mortality [16]. This model and output were challenged [14, 17] and the challenge rebutted [15], but the populations did not collapse suggesting something had changed and/or certain assumptions were invalid. More recently, Marty et al. [9] analysed 10–20 years of fish farm data and 60 years of pink salmon data and concluded that wild salmon productivity is not associated with fish farm production or farm louse numbers. Further analysis of the same dataset but using a different model yielded the opposite conclusion [42]. Clearly, implying cause-and-effect from indirect associations is always problematic especially when inherently limited by a vast number of assumptions required to model such a complex system. While salmon louse infection remains a possibility for low pink salmon returns, it is only one factor that may be affecting pink salmon stocks. Reducing the number of assumptions is critical to moving forward in understanding this complex system.

Our understanding of the biology of juvenile pink salmon and how they interact with the salmon louse is incomplete. The direct physiological effect of...
salmon louse infection and the specific mechanism(s) of impact on juvenile pink salmon were previously unknown. Among the critical questions that lacked clear answers were: Do sea louse infections impair the fitness of juvenile pink salmon? And if so, what are the negative impacts and at what level of infection are impacts seen? These questions can only be properly addressed with carefully controlled infection experiments in which impacts can be unequivocally linked to the infection and then on to fitness. This requirement creates several challenges. While laboratory infection experiments afford the necessary control to study cause–effect relationships, the laboratory environment could easily modify louse–salmon interactions. On the other hand, while field experiments create natural exposure conditions, they relax the influence of extrinsic variables, making cause–effect relationships more difficult to establish. An additional problem is linking sublethal effects in juveniles with fitness per se. This problem dictates careful selection of variables that assess louse impacts and still relate to fitness. Compounding matters further is the absence of baseline information on juvenile pink salmon from which to make assessments of resilience to the salmon louse. Extrapolation from other salmonid species is particularly unwise given the relatively small size of juvenile pink salmon at time of SW entry. The following are some of the physiological experiments that we have recently conducted to address these issues, and that have resulted in recommendations to management.

5. THE BASELINE PHYSIOLOGY OF PINK SALMON: IS BIGGER BETTER FOR SEAWATER ENTRY?

Surprisingly little is known about the basic physiology of the early life stages of juvenile pink salmon [43], information which is critical in interpreting the impact of salmon louse infection. Laboratory studies have shown that juvenile pink salmon are less affected by the salmon louse once they reach 0.7 g and have developed scales [44]. This introduces the possibility that delayed SW entry may confer reduced sensitivity to louse parasitism if fish are larger when they first encounter salmon lice. However, bigger is not necessarily better for SW entry in other salmonids, because the window of salinity tolerance is very much dictated by the process of smoltification. Sullivan et al. [43] observed increased plasma thyroxine and gill Na⁺,K⁺-ATPase (NKA) activity (the driving force for ion excretion in SW fish) when pink salmon emerged from gravel, and hypothesized that this indicated a form of smoltification. Thus, if pink salmon go through smoltification, delayed SW entry to increase body size would not be a useful management strategy to mitigate salmon louse effects.

To investigate this, we assessed salinity tolerance of pink salmon throughout development from immediately post-hatch and well beyond the time that they would normally enter SW. In juvenile pink salmon transferred directly from FW to SW at the time of their out-migration, a 200–300% increase in whole body ion levels was observed that gradually returned to pre-transfer values within 8–10 weeks [23].

During this period, the development of hypoosmoregulatory ability continued for nearly eight weeks, as indicated by an increase in gill NKA activity [23]. This was the first direct evidence that pink salmon normally enter SW in a precocious ionoregulatory state. Furthermore, large whole body ion disturbance associated with SW entry indicates that juvenile pink salmon may be especially sensitive to additional ionoregulatory stresses, especially those that may be induced by the salmon louse. To better clarify salinity tolerance in relation to development, pink salmon were transferred from FW directly to SW every two weeks while measuring subsequent fish survival and gill NKA activity and mRNA isoform expression. Several salmonid species upregulate the α1b gill NKA isoform (referred to as a SW isoform) and reduce the α1a gill NKA isoform (referred to as a FW isoform [45]) as well as increase overall gill NKA activity when they are transferred from FW to SW, and when smoltification occurs in FW prior to SW entry [46–49]. As indicated in figure 2, pink salmon appear to have a window of salinity tolerance where mortality drops to near zero following SW transfer [50]. This window correlates with complete yolk absorption, which occurs at the normal time of emergence and out-migration of this population of pink salmon. Delayed SW transfer was associated with an increase in mortality defining an end to the window of salinity tolerance [50]. Furthermore, when fish were held in FW, this window corresponded to an increase in the ratio of the SW to the FW isoforms of gill NKA, which is indicative of an innate smoltification process. The concept of precocious SW entry was reinforced, however, by the observation that SW transfer always increased the ratio of the SW to the FW isoforms of gill NKA beyond that for fish of the same stage held in FW. Taken together, these data indicate that pink salmon do go through a process of limited smoltification, one that differs from smolts of other salmonids [50]. Pink salmon enter SW precociously in that a large increase in whole body ions is observed following

Figure 2. Percent mortality in juvenile pink salmon within two weeks following transfer to SW from FW. Groups of developing pink salmon were transferred to SW from FW every two weeks starting at hatch (0 weeks). Fish were held at 5°C throughout and completed yolk absorption at 12 weeks post-hatch. Pink salmon of the same cohort naturally emerged from gravel to enter SW at a developmental state similar to 12 weeks post-hatch. (From Gallagher [50].)
SW entry, which is gradually corrected probably as a result of increased gill NKA expression which increasingly favours the SW isofrom over the FW isofrom. The management implication of these results is fairly obvious. Deliberately delaying SW entry of pink salmon to potentially increase body size and minimize salmon louse impacts is unlikely to be useful as a management tool because mortality would increase independent of salmon louse infection once juvenile pink salmon pass their smoltification window.

6. THE IMPACT OF SALMON LICE ON IONOREGULATION: HOW MANY IS TOO MANY?

Ionoregulation is a vital homeostatic process of all teleost fishes. Failure to maintain hydromineral balance has devastating effects at the cellular, tissue and organismal levels. For example, ionic disruptions sustained through premature (pre-smoltification) SW entry can cause death within days [51], as well as impair growth [52] and swimming ability [53] in survivors. We hypothesized that salmon louse infection impaired ionic homeostasis of juvenile pink salmon. This hypothesis was founded on the known physical disruption to fish skin of attached lice and previous reports of increased plasma osmolarity in other but larger louse-infected salmonids (see above). Furthermore, we reasoned that the precocious SW entry and small body size of out-migrating pink fry would make them particularly sensitive to the ionic challenge posed by louse infection.

To test these ideas, ionoregulatory status was measured in juvenile pink salmon that had been infected artificially under controlled, laboratory conditions, and those that had been captured with natural infections in the wild [12]. For the laboratory study, the Glendale River was selected as a fish source because it is highly representative of the Broughton pink salmon population, accounting for more than 35 and 85 per cent of total regional pink salmon in even and odd years, respectively [14]. The use of out-migrating, river-caught fish also ensured that fish had no prior exposure to salmon lice, had naturally entered their smolt window, and represented the earliest and presumably most-sensitive life stage that could become infected in the wild. Glendale River fish were captured during their natural out-migration and transferred to a field site in the Broughton Archipelago (Dr Islets field station; figure 1) where they were held in SW prior to controlled copepodid infections [12]. These fish were reared for up to five weeks, during which both the salmon and salmon lice developed together, the latter through to pre-adult stage. Fish infected naturally in the wild were larger and overlapping size range (approx. 0.3–2.0 g) but never in sufficient numbers with more than one salmon louse (discussed further below). Naturally infected fish were collected from SW over a larger and overlapping size range (approx. 0.3–2.0 g) but never in sufficient numbers with more than one salmon louse or beyond chalimus life stages (1–4). Total body Na\(^+\) for fish infected with one louse did not differ from uninfected controls. Therefore, it was then possible to combine the controlled and natural infection datasets, while recognizing the dependence of total body Na\(^+\) on body mass for uninfected fish. This analysis revealed a threshold fish mass of 0.5 g beyond which one chalimus 4 louse no longer significantly elevated total body Na\(^+\). This 0.5 g size threshold for maintaining ionic homeostasis while carrying a load of one salmon louse corresponds with the body size when pink salmon increase their hypomonefrotis, and closely approximates the 0.7 g size threshold when louse resistance increases owing to epidermal and immune system development [44]. These findings show for the first time that louse infection does impair ionic homeostasis in small juvenile pink salmon to potentially increase body size and minimize salmon louse impacts is unlikely to be useful as a management tool because mortality would increase independent of salmon louse infection once juvenile pink salmon pass their smoltification window.

Figure 3. Total body [Na\(^+\)] relative to fish wet weight of Glendale River-caught fish artificially infected with _L. salmonei_ copepodids (triangles, control; white circles, one louse; grey circles, two lice; black circles, three lice). Fish were infected one week following transfer to seawater, and sampled over 24 days as fish and lice developed together. Fish were sampled at times corresponding to each of the four chalimus developmental stages of lice (C1–C4). Louse moulting events are marked by broken vertical lines. Data points represent mean ± s.e.m., _n_ = 10. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences from time-matched controls; different letters indicate statistically significant differences within the control group ( _p_ ≤ 0.05). (From Sackville et al. [12].)
pink salmon, and suggest that fish are particularly sensitive to louse infection as homeostatic systems (ionic, physical barriers and immune defence) develop from precocial states at SW entry. However, the degree to which the observed sublethal ionic disturbance affects fish fitness is unclear.

7. AN IMPACT OF SALMON LICE ON FITNESS: CAN PINK SALMON SWIM NORMALLY?

Exercise is vital for fish survival, whether to escape predators, capture prey, compete for resources or migrate. Maximum exercise forces the respiratory, cardiovascular and metabolic systems to be efficiently integrated such that physiological disturbances owing to environmental change, disease and toxicants are revealed in premature fatigue and ionic disturbances [54]. Conversely, healthy salmonids can maintain homeostasis when swum to a maximum aerobic swimming velocity and can even repeat the same level of performance with only a short (less than an hour) recovery period [55–58]. In contrast, unhealthy fish and poorly prepared smolts have ionoregulatory disturbances at fatigue and repeat swimming performance is reduced by up to 33 per cent [55,56]. Therefore, exercise capacity is used as a tool to assess physical condition that is thought to have ecological relevance [59] and therefore may be a useful indicator of ecological fitness [13].

It is not surprising that at some point salmon louse will impair swimming performance; however, whether this impairment is seen at ecologically relevant levels of infection is of primary interest. Again, the life histories of both the salmon louse and pink salmon are complex and thus the possibility for types of infection vary widely, from juveniles being infected with adult salmon lice resulting in immediate effects, to those where pinks and salmon lice interact early in development and then grow together over a long duration.

Wild juvenile pink salmon (possibly about 2 g based on a reported fork length of 5–6 cm and the mass: length relationship reported in Grant et al. [23]) that were captured with salmon louse infections with a mean of 1.3 motile male lice per fish had a similar swimming endurance relative to control uninfected fish [60]. As discussed above, a single louse in naturally infected juvenile pink fry did not exhibit ionoregulatory disturbances [12] and therefore might not be expected to reduce swimming performance. However, when similar-sized fish were artificially infected with up to four mature female salmon lice, swimming endurance was significantly reduced 36–48 h following infection [60], but not with a simple dependence on louse load; four lice per fish produce a large decrease in endurance, but one to three lice per fish differed very little if at all in their effect on endurance.

To examine a broader range of fish sizes, including the size threshold at which ionic disturbances are observed in resting fish (i.e. less than 0.5 g [12]), and a range of earlier salmon louse developmental stages, swimming performance was measured in the companion fish of Sackville et al. [12] (see above) that had been artificially infected under a controlled, laboratory setting and those that had been captured with natural infections in the wild. A repeat-maximal swimming performance ($U_{\text{max}}$) protocol that had been specifically developed for juvenile pink salmon [57] was used to assess the effect of different salmon louse loads and developmental stages on swimming performance. $U_{\text{max}}$ was significantly reduced by a single sea louse once it reached chalimus 3 stage (where both louse and salmon developed together) provided the pink salmon was less than 0.34 g. Impaired $U_{\text{max}}$ in infected fish was associated with elevated whole body ion levels, indicating an ionoregulatory disturbance [13]. However, the impairment of $U_{\text{max}}$ was not related to louse load as predicted, because there was no statistically significant difference in $U_{\text{max}}$ among salmon louse loads of 1, 2, 3 or more lice/fish. Even so, the magnitude of the reduction in $U_{\text{max}}$ increased from 20 per cent for chalimus 3 to almost 40 per cent for pre-adults (figure 4), suggesting that physiological rather than physical (drag) effects predominated in the impairment of swimming speed. The clear sublethal effect on swimming performance up to a body mass of 0.34 g correlates well with the mass threshold for physiological disturbances noted above for resting fish [46]. Furthermore, the mortality of infected fish during this swimming study was again low (approx. 1% [54]). Given that 10 per cent of wild juvenile pink salmon were infected with salmon lice at an intensity of about one for the past several years [61], the management implication of this work is that up to 10 per cent of the juvenile pink salmon in the Broughton Archipelago may exhibit sublethal effects of salmon louse exposure. However, what this ultimately means in terms of fish survival remains unknown [13].
8. A COMPLICATING FACTOR: SHEDDING OF SALMON LICE

Shedding of salmon lice by juvenile salmon is well documented [44,62–66] and is influenced by both biotic and abiotic factors, including parasite mortality, immune response by the host, water temperature and water salinity [32,44,63]. Thus, all controlled infection studies of Pacific and Atlantic salmon performed to date and designed to investigate the effect of fixed levels of infection have been confounded by the intensity of salmon louse infection decreasing with time. In our studies, which were conducted on the same population of fish [12,13], we can calculate shedding rates. At 14 days post-infection (DPI), the abundance of salmon lice (no. of lice/no. of fish) decreased to 0.19 (n = 90), 0.46 (n = 72), 0.67 (n = 49) and 1.0 (n = 170) for fish that originally all had 1, 2 and 3 and 4+ lice/fish, respectively. Therefore, a large group of artificially infected pink salmon were able to shed 75–80% of the initial number of attached lice after 14 days, while some individuals shed four or more salmon lice. Thus, reporting the physiological effects of salmon louse infection relative to the infection intensity at the time of sampling, which we do [12,13], is conservative in that many of those fish may have been infected with a higher intensity at some point.

The level of shedding we observed is not unusual compared with previous studies where pink salmon were artificially infected (abundance was reduced within 5 to 12 DPI; [44]) or naturally infected pink salmon were held [66,67]. A high rate of louse shedding is also of importance in mathematical models, where the incorporation of realistic shedding rates [67] reduces the predicted mortality of pink salmon owing to salmon louse infection by 95% relative to an earlier model where shedding was not considered [10]. Collectively, these findings of high rates of shedding of attached lice suggest that the majority of the salmon lice that successfully infect a fish will be shed before they reach motile and reproductive stages. Clearly, the interactions between salmon lice, juvenile pink salmon and their environment are extremely complex and change temporally as both salmon louse and pink salmon develop and the implications of this need to be considered in relation to conservation efforts.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS: A CONSERVATIVE NO-EFFECT BODY MASS THRESHOLD

Salmon lice are endemic to the Broughton Archipelago, and are brought back to the system by returning adult salmon. Whether out-migrating juvenile pink salmon have been historically exposed to the salmon louse at such a high level of prevalence and intensity as was observed in 2001 is unclear. The necessary detailed records simply do not exist, but given the decline to the current levels of salmon louse infection (10% of juvenile pink salmon are infected with one louse [61]), we are left with three possibilities: an unusual epizootic, a high infection driven by incubation on salmon in net-pens, or a combination.

Although it is possible that the salmon louse may be a food source for this stage of pink salmon [9,68], negative effects on performance and ultimately fitness will certainly occur at some level of infection intensity and pink salmon size. The physiological studies conducted to date on artificially and naturally infected juvenile pink salmon indicate that a single chalimus results in an ionoregulatory disturbance and impairment in exercise capacity (and its implied fitness consequence) well before any large incidence of mortality is observed. When pink salmon are less than 0.4 g, a significant ionoregulatory disturbance developed when a single chalimus reached stage 4, about 24 days after a copepodid attached to the skin. When two to three copepodids attach, a significant effect occurs after 15 days when the chalimus 3 stage is reached [12]. For the same cohort of pink salmon, infection with a single copepodid reduced U_{\text{max}} after 15 days when the chalimus 3 stage is reached [13]. However, none of these sublethal effects is evident once pink salmon reach about 0.5 g, which would typically take about one to two months of normal growth. The ‘no effect’ threshold for sublethal disturbance defined by Sackville et al. [12] of 0.5 g with one chalimus 4 is consistent with the developmental stage at which pink salmon develop scales and exhibit a heightened immunocompetence [44].

These results have been rapidly adopted by managers, perhaps because they have a mechanistic basis and the results for the different physiological endpoints show some consistency. A co-ordinated area management plan (CAMP) has evolved out of the interaction between government (Provincial and Federal) and academia, spearheaded through the BC Pacific Salmon Forum [69]. The CAMP has recommended that no more than 3 per cent of out-migrating wild juvenile pink salmon less than 0.5 g can have one or more pre-adult lice between March 1 and May 31, which corresponds with the timing of their natural out-migration through the Broughton Archipelago. Industry has voluntarily complied with this recommendation and fallowed farms accordingly. In a recent study to investigate the benefit of fallowing fish farms in the Broughton Archipelago, it was determined that following reduces salmon louse levels around the farm and reduces juvenile pink infection levels to background levels [70], indicating that this recommendation and voluntary compliance may mitigate salmon louse effects on the most sensitive stages of pink salmon.

Perhaps the only study that has truly considered the impact of salmon louse infection on juvenile salmon is the 10-year study of the return of Atlantic salmon smolts that had been treated with SLICE (emamectin benzoate) to protect them from salmon louse infection for the first 90 days of their outward migration, a period which easily extended beyond the contact with net-pen aquaculture and associated salmon lice. Remarkably, a comparison with non-treated fish revealed that protection of juveniles from salmon louse infection represented a minor component to overall marine survival. Indeed, during the 10-year study, adult Atlantic salmon returns fell a similar 10-fold in both treated and non-treated fish [71]. A similar study on juvenile pink salmon treated with SLICE in the Broughton Archipelago could be very revealing in assessing the true impact of sea lice on pink salmon fitness.
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